DISTANCE LEARNING CIRCULATION RELEASE FORM

I, ______________________________________ authorize the Health Sciences Library, University at Buffalo to use my UB Card barcode number to sign out U.B. library books, journals, and audiovisual materials in my name, so that those materials may be delivered to me by U.S. Mail. I will take full and complete responsibility for these materials and will ensure that they are returned on the appointed due date as noted on the material or renewed before the due date. This also applies to books obtained for me from other libraries through interlibrary loan.

I understand that this authorization will be in effect for as long as I have a valid UB Card unless I notify the library otherwise.

Signature: ________________________________

Date: ____________________________________

Bar Code: ________________________________

Send to:

Information Delivery and Access Service
Health Sciences Library
University at Buffalo, The State University of New York
Buffalo, New York 14214
attn: Cindy Bertuca